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Abstract
Computational techniques are becoming more common in persona development. However, users of
personas may question the information in persona profiles because they are unsure of how it was
created. This problem is especially vexing for data-driven personas because their creation is an opaque
algorithmic process. In this research, we analyze the effect of increased transparency – i.e.,
explanations of how the information in data-driven personas was produced – on user perceptions. We
find that higher transparency through these explanations increases the perceived completeness and
clarity of the personas. Contrary to our hypothesis, the perceived credibility of the personas decreases
with the increased transparency, possibly due to the technical complexity of the persona profiles
disrupting the facade of the personas being real people. This finding suggests that explaining the
algorithmic process of data-driven persona creation involves a “transparency trade-off”. We also find
that the gender of the persona affects the perceptions, with transparency increasing perceived
completeness and empathy of the female persona, but not for the male persona. Therefore, transparency
may specifically assist in the acceptance of female personas. We provide practical implication for
persona creators regarding transparency in persona profiles.
Keywords
Personas, data-driven personas; algorithmic transparency; persona perceptions
1 Introduction
Computational techniques are rapidly taking a powerful role in the field of digital user analytics, where
tools, techniques, and platforms that provide user and customer insights are being automated at an
increasing pace [3,4,59] for a variety of purposes [16,30]. For example, Google Analytics
automatically provides recommendations to improve website performance [54]. Still, end users of
automatically generated customer insights may question the insights, especially when their generation
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process is not transparent, self-explanatory, or questions arise from the reliability of data [59]. In other
words, the trustworthiness and credibility of the underlying data and algorithms are essential for the
use of automated analytics systems for many uses, such as data-driven marketing [15]. This is also the
case for data-driven personas, which are fictitious people describing core users or customers of a
software system, product, or service [12,50,51]. A persona profile typically includes a name, a picture,
and a description detailing the attitudes and behaviors of the persona in question [43]. Personas have
repeatedly been used in a variety of fields, including software development [13], design [41],
marketing [56], and health informatics [35,36]. A persona simplifies numerical data into an easy-tounderstand representation – another human being [12]. Personas facilitate the communication of data
within an organization, so that content, product, or other decisions can always be made while keeping
the end user in mind [44]. From the analytics perspective, personas aggregate similar users under one
shared representation, thereby facilitating the understanding of users’ needs and wants in a design or
development process [44] and communicating these needs and wants to others in the team and
organization producing outputs for users [6]. Conversely, as “imaginary people,” the credibility of
personas has been questioned [9,59], especially relating to personas created using qualitative methods
that may reflect their creators’ biases [38] and to lack true representativeness of the underlying
population [8].
To address the issue of human bias and limited data of qualitative persona generation, researchers have
introduced approaches for quantitative data-driven persona creation [4,40,68]. Such personas are
created using quantitative user data and computational techniques, involving a higher degree of
precision and accuracy compared to manually created personas [2,33], but, at the same time, the
creation mechanisms of data-driven personas are complicated to understand by persona end users.
Moreover, if the end users only see the persona profiles without any explanations, they may still
consider data-driven personas as untrustworthy because they may be unsure how the information in
the persona profiles was inferred [9,59]. A potential solution to these issues is providing explanations
in the persona profile about how the information was produced.
Transparency has been suggested as a solution to trust concerns regarding data use and algorithmic
decision-making [5,14]. It is postulated that by understanding how systems and algorithms work, end
users of those systems or algorithms will feel more comfortable and trusting [31] with the results.
Unfortunately, there is no extant research on the impact of increased transparency on user perceptions
of personas, especially those created using computational techniques. The issue is important because
credibility has been observed to be a key antecedent to the use and acceptance of personas in real
organizations and scenarios [9,53]. Therefore, research into transparency could significantly advance
persona development and design.
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In this research, we analyze the effect of increased transparency, defined as explanations of how the
information within a persona profile is created, on end users’ persona perceptions. Building from prior
research, we presume that the lack of transparency in persona profiles might result in several
adversities, including fear that persona profiles are biased [24], lack of perceived representativeness
and completeness of persona information [8], lack of credibility of persona generation process [59],
and lack of perceived usefulness of the personas [39,53]. Moreover, since explanations are not
typically part of persona profiles shown to end users [43], it is possible that they will influence the
perceived clarity of the persona profile. To investigate these effects on persona perceptions, we pose
the following research question:
How does the increased level of transparency affect the persona perceptions of credibility,
completeness, clarity, empathy, and usefulness?
The constructs of the research are based on prior work reported in [58] and are explained in the Section
2.3. In the following section, we review the related literature. After that, we explain the methodology,
including data collection and analysis methods. The results of the data analysis are presented, which
is followed by conclusions and discussion over the implications for research and practice.
2 Related literature
2.1 Data-driven personas and the problem of transparency
Personas, defined as fictitious people describing an underlying user base, have been suggested as a
format for representing customer insights in a manner that supports end users’ sense-making about the
customers in the design, software development, and marketing [12,26,44]. In persona profiles,
customer attributes are displayed as ‘people characteristics’ that describe the core users or customers
of the organization [50]. Showing human attributes instead of numbers, makes analytics data more
approachable than numbers, especially for decision makers with limited analytics experience [1].
To curb the effect of bias on persona creation, researchers have proposed personas based on largescale quantitative data [2,27,31,58,10,65]. Overall, personas can be classified into three categories
according to their usage of data: (a) personas based solely on data, (b) personas based on data but with
considerable fictive elements, and (c) entirely fictive personas created without data [39]. When
qualitative data is used, personas are typically developed using ethnographic fieldwork and/or user
interviews [20,51]. A major critique of personas created manually is that they are often based on a
small volume of user data, not enough to apply quantitative methods [9]. Computational techniques
provide four key advantages for data-driven personas [2]: (1) time-savings from data collected via
application programming interfaces (APIs), (2) availability of behavioral data, (3) scalability, and (4)
real-time access to the data, enabling personas to change as the underlying user behavior changes.
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Despite the advantages and potential of data-driven personas in capturing and presenting key customer
insights, there are also challenges. Most notably, when personas are applied in real use cases, there has
been a lack of perceived credibility [9,53]. For example, a user study on data-driven personas [59]
showed that users expressed doubts about the origin of the information shown to them. Therefore, trust
issues can be considered as real concerns for data-driven personas. Research in other contexts [31,63]
suggests that these issues could be mitigated by providing additional transparency of how the personas
are created and how the information is inferred.
2.2 Algorithmic transparency
Most algorithmic decision-making systems do not communicate their inner workings to their users
[48]. This can result in information asymmetry, which is the disparity in what information is visible to
different parties of a system [45] that might erode users’ trust in a system [31], cause misperceptions
[18], may result in inaccurate folk theories of how algorithms work [52,62,66,67], and mislead users
through biased algorithm outputs [19]. To mitigate these issues, researchers suggest algorithmic
transparency in opaque algorithmic systems such as personalized news feeds [18], team formation
tools [25], online behavioral advertising [17], and algorithmic journalism [14]. Still, transparency in
algorithmic systems can pose both advantages and disadvantages, which we discuss below.
Transparency in opaque algorithmic systems can improve user interaction with the system. For
example, adding explanations to recommender systems increases users’ trust in and acceptance of
recommendations [23]. Increased algorithm awareness has also led users to a higher level of
engagement with their algorithmically curated social feeds [18]. In online behavioral advertising,
adding interpretable explanations to how an ad is algorithmically targeted to a user increases users’
trust in advertisers [17]. On the other hand, even though algorithmic transparency can be beneficial to
user interaction, it can also have detrimental effects [5]. The complex and unpredictable nature of
algorithms makes it almost impossible to disclose the complete functionality of an algorithm. Even if
possible, such disclosure would make user interaction with the system complicated, effortful, or even
impossible [61]. Assuming these issues could be resolved, providing users with the wrong level of
algorithmic transparency can still ruin user interaction with the system. For example, in previous work,
providing a high level of transparency of a grading algorithmic caused confusion, expectation
violation, and trust erosion among students [31]. In another example, Eslami et al. [17] found that too
much specificity can make an explanation of an ad algorithm suspicious, causing dissatisfaction among
users. Also, when users were asked to design the desired explanation for their personalized ads, many
argued that they do not need full transparency to be satisfied with an explanation [17].
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These research findings illustrate that determining the right level of transparency in opaque algorithmic
systems is challenging. Algorithmically generated personas, in particular, are one of the opaque
algorithmic processes where finding the right level of transparency can be challenging, mainly due to
the complexity of the information and computational methods that are used in creating these personas.
We define transparency in the context of data-driven personas as follows: Transparency is providing
user with clearly understandable explanations on how the information in the persona profiles is
generated, including what tools, methods, and techniques are used.
2.3 Research gap and hypotheses
Overall, the transparency literature shows that lack of transparency can have several adverse effects
on user experience, including fears of biased algorithms, mistrust or disbelief of algorithmic decision
making, and lack of credibility of the results given by systems. In this research, we aim to analyze how
explanations of this information and computational techniques applied to data-driven personas
influence individuals’ perceptions of those personas. Because personas, in general, are reported to
suffer from problems of trust and credibility [9,39] and there are reports of mistrust relating to
transparency of algorithms in various domains [14,31,48], investigating how increased transparency
in the context of data-driven personas influences perceptions is an important undertaking. To this end,
we formulate the hypotheses in Table 1.
Table 1: Research hypotheses and rationales for each.
H01

Hypothesis
Increased transparency increases the
credibility of data-driven personas.

H02

Increased transparency increases the
completeness of data-driven personas.

H03

Increased transparency increases the
clarity of data-driven personas.

H04

Increased transparency decreases the
empathy of data-driven personas.

H05

Increased transparency increases the
usefulness of data-driven personas

Rationale
Higher transparency results in higher credibility,
because the explanations reassure the participants that
the information can be trusted.
Showing the explanations results in more “rounded”
personas that are perceived to be complete by users in
terms of information content.
Information in the persona profiles is easier to
understand when explanations are given, thus, increasing
perceived clarity.
Transparent personas are perceived as less human-like,
because the explanations contain a degree of technicality
that takes away the impression of the persona being a
real person.
More transparency results in participants wanting to
know more about the persona, because the explanations
add informativeness of the persona profile.

Credibility, or lack of it, has been noted as one of the most notable challenges for persona adoption. If
individuals do not find the personas credible, they are unlikely to believe in the information and take
the personas seriously [9,39]. We expect that providing explanations of the information in the persona
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profiles enhances the sense of credibility of the persona, because the persona user can better understand
how the persona profile is created.
Completeness is a central characteristic of a whole or “rounded” persona, in the sense that the
individual using the persona feels that the persona contains the necessary information to understand
the users that the persona portrays [42]. We expect that the explanations are considered as additional
persona-related information that enhances the general satisfaction of the persona user’s information
needs, thereby resulting in a higher perceived completeness of the persona profile.
Clarity has been found to be a persistent issue especially for data-driven personas, as their information
can be confusing or unclear to persona users [55,57]. As explanations clarify the specific information
pieces shown in the persona profile, their introduction is expected to increase the perceived clarity.
Empathy is core benefit and advantage of deploying personas for decision making, as the persona
format is seen enhancing the decision makers’ understanding of the users as people with goals, needs,
and wants [42], rather than anonymous numbers [56]. However, we expect this perceptual dimension
to decrease with the introduction of explanations, as the explanations emphasize that the persona is not
“real” but actually constructed using algorithmic processes.
Finally, usefulness is critical in the sense that a “good” persona is engaging and encourages the persona
user to learn more about it [6,9,35]. The lack of such willingness is seen detrimental for deployment
of personas in real decision-making situations [53]. We expect that the usefulness of transparent
persona profiles is higher, because the explanations make the persona user interested in knowing more
about the persona.
Overall, study focuses on perceptual constructs that are relevant for persona theory and practice. The
operational definitions and measurement items of the constructs are presented in Section 3.4.
3 Methodology
3.1 Persona creation
We created two personas from the collected, “Eva” (E) and “Marcus” (M), and two versions of each:
Transparent (T) and Non-transparent (N). The personas were created using real data from an actual
organization, a large international news and media company (i.e., the aggregated YouTube audience
statistics of the said organization). We used the collected data to generate a set of ten personas and
chose two personas from this set for the transparency experiment (one male, one female). The personas
were further modified before they were shown to the participants using an image-editing software to
add the explanations into the transparency versions. An example is shown in Figure 1 (E-T).
In the transparent versions of the persona profiles, we added informative text boxes that explain to the
persona users how each section of the persona profiles is generated (see Table 2 for the explanations).
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Transparency was, therefore, achieved by adding explanations for each central information piece in
the persona profile. As seen from Table 2, the explanations contain both a generic explanation of how
the information is generated (e.g., “Persona’s picture is chosen from pictures downloaded from online
photobanks, tagged for age, gender, country, and ethnicity”), as well as a description of the tools used
(“Tools we use: Python, Online photobanks, Database”).
The explanations are reasonably brief and concise (196 characters on average), and they were created
with the goal of balancing technicality and understandability. The first version of the explanations was
created by one of the researchers with intimate knowledge about the data-driven persona generation
process; after this, other researchers commented on the language, content and understandability of the
explanations and they were edited accordingly. After having been accepted by all the researchers, the
explanations were added into the generated persona profiles.

Figure 1: Transparent persona “Eva”. The participants were provided a full-sized image that
shows each section of the persona profile and the accompanying explanations clearly. Another
persona, “Marcus”, was created that only differed by demographic attributes and picture. The
explanations were detailed considering the space limitations of the persona profile.
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Table 2: Explanations provided to participants for the attributes of the persona profiles.
Section
Name

Explanation provided
Persona’s name is chosen by retrieving common names from a popular online social network of people with a
given age, gender, and country. Tools we use: Python, Pandas, Database

Picture

Persona’s picture is chosen from pictures downloaded from online photobanks, tagged for age, gender, country,
and ethnicity. Tools we use: Python, Online photobanks, Database

Demographic
information
Industry

Persona’s demographic information (age, gender, country) is retrieved from aggregated YouTube viewer statistics
of this channel’s videos. Tools we use: Python, YouTube API
Industry is the most common industry of people on Facebook that correspond to this persona’s age, gender,
country, language, and topics of interest. Tools we use: Python, Facebook Marketing API, Database

Education

Education level is the most common education level of people on Facebook that correspond to this persona's age,

Level

gender, country, language, and topics of interest. Tools we use: Python, Facebook Marketing API, Database

Marital

Marital status is the most common marital status of people on Facebook that correspond to this persona's age,

Status

gender, country, language, and topics of interest. Tools we use: Python, Facebook Marketing API, Database

Topics of
Interest

Topics of interest are retrieved by classifying the content to descriptive categories and choosing the most
corresponding ones for this persona. Tools we use: Python, Pandas, Scikit-learn (Latent Dirichlet Allocation),
supervised machine learning, Database

Most Viewed
Contents
Quotes

Most viewed contents are retrieved from the aggregated view counts of YouTube videos and are chosen to
describe the taste of this persona. Tools we use: Python, Database, YouTube API
Persona’s quotes are retrieved from the comments of most viewed videos of this persona. Tools we use: Python,
Database, YouTube API

Audience

Audience size is calculated by searching the number of people on Facebook with similar attributes to this persona,

Size

including age, gender, country, language, and topics of interest. Tools we use: Python, Facebook Marketing API,
Database

3.2 Technical description of the persona creation
The persona creation followed the data-driven persona generation methodology developed by An et
al. [3,4], in which aggregated user statistics are collected from online analytics platforms and processed
automatically using computational methods. This approach involves the following steps:
•

Step 1: Create an interaction matrix by assigning content (videos) as columns, demographic
user groups as rows, and view count of each group for each video as elements of the matrix

•

Step 2: Apply non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [34] to the interaction matrix to discern
p latent video viewing behaviors (where p is a hyper-parameter set by us). Figure 1 illustrates
the matrix decomposition process of NMF; the resulting patterns inferred from the matrix
discriminate the user groups based on the variation of their content viewing patterns.

•

Step 3: Choose the representative demographic attributes for each behavior by using weights
from the NMF computation

•

Step 4: Create the personas by enriching the representative demographic groups for each p
personas with extra information, including name, picture, topics of interest, etc.
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For this research, the personas were generated from 206,591,656 video views from 13,251 videos
published between January 1, 2016 and September 30, 2018 on the YouTube channel of Al Jazeera
Media Network (AJ+1). For the data collection, we used the YouTube Analytics API2 with the channel
owner’s permission. The dataset includes all the channel’s view counts divided by demographic groups
(age group x gender x country), of which there are 1631 with at least one view during the collection
period. For further technical reference, we refer the reader to An et al. [3,4], as this research focused
on reporting the effects of adding transparency to the data-driven personas.

Figure 2: Matrix decomposition carried out using NMF. Matrix V is decomposed into W and H.
g denotes demographic groups in the dataset, c denotes content (e.g., videos), and p is the number
of latent interaction patterns that are used to create the personas.
3.3 Experiment set-up
The experiment design is a controlled within-subjects experiment. We created four sequences to
counterbalance possible ordering and learning effects [27]: [MarcusN→EvaT]; [MarcusT→EvaN];
[EvaN→MarcusT]; and [EvaT→MarcusN]. Each participant is, therefore, shown two personas, one
transparent and one non-transparent. For example, [MarcusN→EvaT] shows the participant first the
non-transparent version of Marcus and then the transparent version of Eva. In this process, each
participant is randomly assigned to a given setting (i.e., they choose a survey to fill and are excluded
from the other surveys). Figure 3 illustrates the sequences.

1
2

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCV3Nm3T-XAgVhKH9jT0ViRg
https://developers.google.com/youtube/analytics/
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Persona 1

Survey 1

Persona 2

Survey 2

Figure 3: Flow 1. Two personas were shown to participants, such that the participants were
randomly assigned to counter-balanced flows (Flow 1: Showing Male persona first, then Female
persona; Flow 2: vice versa). Either of the personas always had explanations enabled.
3.4 Survey creation
To address the research question, we created a questionnaire using the items of Table 3 as statements
shown to participants, utilizing a 7-point Likert scale, options ranging from ‘Strongly disagree’ to
‘Strongly agree’. We utilized the constructs and items from the Persona Perception Scale [58]. From
this instrument, we investigate eight constructs that correspond with our hypotheses, shown in Table
3 along with their internal consistency scores (Cronbach’s alpha).
Table 3: Constructs and items. These are based on prior work reported in Salminen et al [58]
that also addressed scale reliability and validity. α = Cronbach’s alpha.
Construct

α

Definition

Credibility

0.90

Measures how realistic
the persona appears.

Items
The persona seems like a real person.
I have met people like this persona.
The picture of the persona looks authentic.
The persona seems to have a personality.

Completeness

0.93

Measures how well the

The persona profile is detailed enough to make decisions about the customers

persona profile captures

it describes.

essential information
about the users.

The persona profile seems complete.
The persona profile provides enough information to understand the people it
describes.
The persona profile is not missing vital information.
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Construct

α

Definition

Clarity

0.83

Measures how clearly

The information about the persona is well presented.

the information is

The text in the persona profile is clear enough to read.

presented in the persona
profile.
Empathy

0.94

0.93

The information in the persona profile is easy to understand.
The persona is memorable.

Measures how well the

I feel like I understand this persona.

participant relates to the

I feel strong ties to this persona.

persona.
Usefulness

Items

Measures how useful
the persona is perceived
in the given use case.

I can imagine a day in the life of this persona.
I would make use of this persona in my task of creating a YouTube video.
I would like to know more about this persona.
I can imagine ways to make use of the persona information in my task of
creating the YouTube video.
This persona would improve my ability to make decisions about the customers
it describes.

3.5 Data collection
3.5.1 Recruitment of participants
The participant data was collected via the online survey platform Prolific3, used for crowdsourcing
behavioral research [47,49]. Prolific provides a large pool of participants and includes built-in quality
management tools [47]. We sample the Prolific pool of participants using the following criteria:
•

Minimum Age: 23, Maximum Age: 50 (inclusive)

•

Four English-speaking countries: United States, United Kingdom, Canada, Australia

•

Student status: No

•

Highest education level: Undergraduate (BA/BSc/other), Graduate (MA / MSc / MPhil /
other), or Doctorate (Ph.D./MD/other) degree

Applying these sampling criteria yielded 7,275 suitable candidates from a Prolific pool of 59,325
available participants. We provided compensation of 1.50 British pounds per response, equal to 9–10£
effective hourly work rate. From the pool of eligible participants (i.e., matching the criteria above), the
participants self-selected their participation, as is customary in crowdsourcing platforms [22].
3.5.2 Instructing the participants
The participants were asked to tell what they think about two personas, without mentioning that one
contains explanations, and the other one does not. The concept of persona was defined (“A persona is
a fictive person describing a customer group.”), and it was explained that the purpose of the study is
to understand better how individuals perceive personas. The participants were encouraged to review
the information carefully and give their honest opinions. Also, we gave the participants a scenario that
corresponds to a real use case of personas [59] to facilitate answering. Deploying a realistic scenario
3

https://prolific.ac
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was considered necessary as the use of personas is tied to a specific use case [12]. The task was as
follows4:
Imagine you are given a task of creating a YouTube video for the persona you will be shown
next. Keeping this task in mind, please carefully review the information in the persona profile
to understand who the persona is. After reviewing the persona profile, you will be presented
with a series of statements asking your opinion on a scale from “Strongly disagree” to
“Strongly agree”.
Although it was not explicitly ensured that the participants had experience in online content creation,
nearly every online user has created some type of content on social media. Furthermore, we received
no questions or feedback that would indicate that the participants had not understood the task in a way
where it was intended. We have previously deployed similar tasks for persona perception experiments,
and they have been found to work in practice [58].
3.5.3 Validating the quality of the responses
To maintain the quality of the collected data, participants that had answered one survey were excluded
from answering the other surveys by using the custom blacklist function of Prolific to avoid repetitive
responses by the same participants. Also, we applied an attention check question (“Your attention is
important for collecting valid answers. Please choose ‘I disagree’ to answer this question”) to verify
that the participants pay proper attention to the survey [22]. The collected responses were manually
evaluated, and we found all participants passing the attention check.
Moreover, we paid attention to the survey completion time. Initially, we excluded responses that were
under 6 minutes long, as this number seemed reasonable minimum time for filling in the survey based
on our trials. We abandoned this strategy after most of these participants personally contacted us and
explained that they had taken enough time to answer truthfully. As they were, in many cases, able to
recall precise details about the personas, we kept these answers.
Note also that the platform applies sophisticated mechanisms for bot detection, including IP filtering,
monitoring of unusual usage patterns, and so on5. Thus, none of the data was removed after evaluation,
yielding a total of 412 responses (103 per sequence).
3.5.4 Description of the participants
Table 4 summarizes information about the participants. The average age of the participants was 33.5
years (min = 23, max = 50). 63% of the sample were females, 37% were males. The participants were
generally well-educated, with 67% having an undergraduate degree, 29% graduate degree, and 4%

4
5

Note: this was a fictitious task, and the participants did not actually create videos.
https://blog.prolific.ac/bots-and-data-quality-on-crowdsourcing-platforms/
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doctoral degree. The nationalities of the participants consist of four English-speaking countries: United
Kingdom (63%), United States (31%), Canada (5%), and Australia (1%). Regarding the participants’
experience with personas, 69% of the participants had no prior experience with personas and 31% had
prior experience with using personas. Note that we provided all the participants with a definition of
what a persona is. In addition, we conduct a separate analysis including only participants with previous
experience with personas in Section 4.4.
Table 4: Descriptive information about the participants
Age
Min

Max

Mean

23

50

33.5

Education
Undergraduate

Graduate

Doctoral

275 (66.7%)

119 (28.9%)

18 (4.4%)

Nationality
UK

USA

Canada

Australia

260 (63.1%)

127 (30.8%)

20 (4.8%)

5 (1.2%)

Persona experience
No previous experience

Previous experience

284 (68.9%)

128 (31.1%)

4 Results
4.1 Data processing and analysis procedure
The obtained responses were grouped in four distinct conditions, depending on which persona was
presented first (either the male one, “Marcus”, or the female one, “Eva”), and which persona was
transparent. We also included Persona Gender and Participant Gender as control variables, because
previous research has shown that both the gender of the persona user and the persona itself can have
effects on how the persona is perceived [24,38]. Before conducting the analysis, the data was rearranged to disentangle the transparency variable (so it could be used as a within-subjects factor) and
the Persona Gender variable (to be used as a between-subjects factor and control variable). This
resulted in having, for each participant, (a) a set of Non-transparency measurements and a set of
Transparency measurements, as well as (b) a Transparency-Gender variable that indicated whether
the transparency measurement was male or female.
The Participant Gender was also included as a control variable. This allowed the usage of a repeatedmeasures mixed MANOVA [21,37] that allowed determining whether the Transparency
measurements were significantly different from the Non-transparency condition and whether the
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differences were influenced by the persona’s gender. The MANOVA also has the benefit of accounting
for the observed degree of interdependence that exists between the dependent variables (correlations
ranging from 0.114 to 0.535).
4.2 Findings
For the within-subject effects, we observe a significant effect in the transparency condition (Pillai’s
Trace = 0.136, F(8, 430) = 8.484, η2p = 0.136, p < 0.001), which indicates that at least one measurement
was significantly different between the Transparency and Non-transparency conditions. Further
investigation reveals significant differences in several variables, which are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5: Univariate tests for within-subjects effects of non-transparent and transparent
persona profiles (df(error) = 1 (439)). Note: Participant Gender is included in the model but
not reported due to lack of significant effects
Independent Variable

Dependent Variable

F

η2p

p-value

Transparency

Completeness

13.447

0.030

< 0.001

Usefulness

0.018

< 0.001

0.894

Credibility

27.289

0.059

< 0.001

Clarity

12.009

0.027

0.001

Empathy

0.012

< 0.001

0.914

First, regarding Completeness, the Transparency condition has significantly higher scores. Clarity also
exhibits significant differences, with Transparency scoring higher. The results for Credibility are
significantly different across conditions, but with Non-transparency scoring higher. Therefore,
Transparency significantly affects user perceptions of Completeness, Clarity, and Credibility. The
transparent condition increases Completeness and Clarity but decreases Credibility. In contrast,
transparency has no significant effect on Usefulness and Empathy.
4.3 Gender effects
For Transparency-Gender, we observe a significant effect (Pillai’s Trace = 0.052, F(8, 430) = 2.965,
η2p = 0.052, p < 0.01), indicating that at least one of the dependent variables differed across
Transparency-Gender groups. When controlling the persona’s gender, we find a significant effect for
several variables, including Completeness, Usefulness, Clarity, and Empathy (see Table 6).
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Table 6: Univariate tests for between-subjects effects of non-transparent and transparent
persona profiles controlling for the gender of the persona (df(error) = 1 (439)). Note:
Participant Gender is included in the model but not reported due to lack of significant effects.
Independent Variable

Dependent Variable

F

η2p

p-value

Transparency-Gender

Completeness

9.588

0.021

0.002

Usefulness

5.252

0.012

0.022

Credibility

0.191

<0.001

0.662

Clarity

4.016

0.009

0.046

Empathy

4.704

0.011

0.031

Moreover, there is a significant interaction effect between Transparency and Transparency-Gender
(Pillai’s Trace = 0.041, F(8, 430) = 2.299, η2p = 0.041, p < 0.05), which indicates that at least one of
the measurement differences is significantly influenced by the persona’s gender. Note that the
Participant Gender exhibited no significant effects (Pillai’s Trace = 0.050, F(8, 430) = 1.395, η2p =
0.025, p = 0.136), but was maintained in the model for control purposes.
Table 7: Univariate tests for within-subjects effects of non-transparent and transparent
persona profiles (df(error) = 1 (439)). Note: Participant Gender is included in the model but
not reported due to lack of significant effects.
Independent Variable

Dependent Variable

F

η2p

p-value

Transparency x TransparencyGender

Completeness

4.401

0.010

0.036

Usefulness

3.074

0.007

0.080

Credibility

14.765

0.033

< 0.001

Clarity

0.684

0.002

0.409

Empathy

5.082

0.011

0.025

Table 7 shows an interaction effect between Transparency and persona Gender, with this interaction
influencing Completeness, Credibility, and Empathy. For Completeness, only marginal differences are
observed across conditions for the male persona. For the female persona, the differences across
conditions are much more substantial, with the Transparent version of Eva scoring higher for
Completeness than the Non-transparent version. Regarding Credibility, Transparency lowers this score
for both Marcus and Eva, but the effect is slightly more pronounced on Marcus. Moreover,
Transparency lowers Empathy for the male persona but increases it for the female persona.
Overall, these results imply that gender of the persona is impactful for the participant perceptions,
which we will address in the discussion.
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4.4 Summary of results
Table 8 summarizes the results of the hypothesis testing along with providing brief explanations. We
further elaborate these interpretations in the Discussion section. Regarding the reliability of the
findings, we note that for all scales and across transparency conditions, skewness for all scales is <|3|
and kurtosis is <|10|, indicative of satisfactory multivariate normality for assumption purposes [32].
Table 8: Hypothesis results. Positive support is denoted with (✓) and lack of support with (-).
Hypothesis
Increased transparency increases the credibility of datadriven personas.

Result
-

H02

Increased transparency increases the completeness of
data-driven personas.

✓

H03

Increased transparency increases the clarity of datadriven personas.

✓

H04

Increased transparency decreases empathy of data-driven
personas.
Increased transparency increases the usefulness of datadriven personas

-

H01

H05

-

Brief interpretation
Added transparency may raise further
questions about the trustworthiness
of the information.
Explanations are considered as
additional information that
enhances the completeness of the
persona.
Persona information is easier to
understand when explanations are
provided.
Added transparency does not make
the personas less “human-like”.
Transparency does not directly
improve or worsen the usefulness of
the persona.

4.5 Subsample analysis
For additional robustness, we re-ran the analysis using only participants who had previous experience
with personas, i.e., leaving out participants who reported no experience with personas, as, in some
sense, the answers from these participants can be considered as more “valid” due to their greater
understanding of personas in general. This sample comprised of 128 participants. For the sake of
parsimony, this section will focus merely on results which differ from the global sample analysis.
For within-subject effects, the results for this sub-sample largely match the findings from the global
sample analysis. The exception is Clarity, which is no longer exhibits significant differences across
transparency conditions (F(1, 131) = 2.487, η2p

= 0.019, p = 0.117). The Transparency *

Transparency-Gender interaction ceases to be significant entirely (Pillai’s Trace = 0.098, F(8, 124) =
1.688, η2p = 0.098, p = 0.108), indicating that the persona’s gender does not affect the nature of the
differences across conditions for those experienced with personas. This is further corroborated that,
for the between-subjects effects, there are no differences for any of the measures regarding the gender
of the persona, unlike what occurred in the global sample (Pillai’s Trace = 0.037, F(16, 124) = 0.590,
η2p = 0.037, p = 0.785).
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5 Discussion
5.1 Positive effects of added transparency in data-driven personas
This research shows interesting results on the effects of persona transparency on user perceptions, most
notably, that Transparency (a) increases Completeness and Clarity of personas, and (b) decreases
Credibility of the personas. We explain the impact of transparency on Completeness and Clarity such
that the explanations facilitate understanding of the personas. In brief, persona information is easier to
understand when explanations are provided. This interpretation is in line with prior research of
transparency in other application contexts when dealing with algorithmic opaqueness [31].
The fact that Completeness increases with the addition of explanations suggest that explanations are
treated as additional information that enhances the completeness of the persona, resulting in more
“rounded” personas (the term from [42]). This proposition is highly interesting, since the extant
persona literature has only considered the persona attributes as important information for end users
[41,44], while providing persona users with explanations as to how and why the persona is created has
largely been neglected in previous research.
Our findings suggest that explanations have informative power that enhances the sense of fulfillment
in terms of individuals’ information needs for a user-related task. Moreover, since both empathy
[42,46] and usefulness [53] are considered as key perceptions of personas, the fact that transparency
does not decrease these perceptions is a desirable outcome for transparency efforts in the persona
context. Based on our findings, added explanations do not appear to make the personas less “humanlike” or less useful.
5.2 Negative effects of added transparency in data-driven personas
The discovered negative impact on Credibility extends the previous works on adverse effects of
transparency in other contexts where algorithmic systems have been explained to end users [5,61].
This findings proposes a trade-off between increasing transparency and retaining human-like
characteristics of the persona. To us, it was surprising that Credibility decreased with the additional
explanations, as we hypothesized the opposite effect. We speculate that either the explanations were
not adequately implemented, or individuals found them to make the persona less believable as a human
being. The former explanation is in line with previous literature that mentions the challenge of actually
implementing transparency in real systems [31], which often has unintended consequences for user
experience, while the latter explanation suggests that care should be taken when increasing the
transparency of personas, so that the perceived credibility of the persona is not compromised. In
particular, the added explanations may raise further questions about the persona, especially if the
information provided is not comprehensive or clear for the persona users.
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5.3 Gender effects
The univariate tests for between-subject effects reveal that the gender of the persona affects the way it
is perceived by the participants. The gender of the persona significantly affected scores for several
variables, including Completeness, Usefulness, Clarity, and Empathy. Moreover, increased
transparency of the female persona has a notable positive effect on Completeness and Empathy (Figure
4). Conversely, increased transparency of the male persona has a negative effect on several constructs.
Therefore, it appears that there is some gender stereotyping taking place among the participants (both
males and females).

Figure 4: Eve Persona Profile without explanations. The use of more detailed explanations in
the profile of Eve had a positive effect on Completeness and Empathy of the female persona.
These findings extend and in some ways challenge the prior work of stereotypes in personas [24,38,59],
and they provide grounds to presume that male and female personas are perceived differently by at
least some end users. Hill et al. [24] argue that personas are known to promote gender stereotyping,
although their study focuses on showing multiple persona pictures with different genders as a way of
increasing inclusivity, rather than analyzing the gender stereotyping per se. Our results provide
empirical evidence that the gender of the persona interacts with several persona perceptions that are
considered important for application of personas. Even though these gender effects require further
investigation, we note that there are indications from prior work in other domains [65] that the quantity
and type of information provided can affect how females are perceived [7]. This additionally may
impact how male/female personas (and the audiences they represent) are understood within
organizations. As such, this is an interesting area for future research, with implications for better
understanding users with personas.
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5.4 Limitations and future work
Like most research, ours comes with limitations. First, regarding our results, there is a potential issue
of representativeness of the experimental sample concerning the actual population of persona end
users. 31% of the participants indicated that they were at least slightly experienced with the use of
personas, whereas the remaining 69% had no prior experience on the use of personas. Thus, instead of
claiming generalizability on persona users, our results are to be taken as individuals’ general
perceptions of personas. Although we provided both a clear definition of what personas are and a
straightforward task that required no particular skills or sophistication, it is always possible that the
end users of personas in another context would react to the persona profiles differently. To investigate
whether the difference in experience level matters, we conducted the sub-sample analysis. The analysis
showed that most results were consistent between the global sample and the subsample of more
experienced participants, apart from the Clarity construct and the impact of gender. To further
substantiate our findings, therefore, repetitive experiments are needed.
Second, the persona treatments themselves were subject to limitations. We chose two young personas
that, albeit being truthful to the underlying data, might arouse specific stereotypes in the participants’
thinking (e.g., regarding race, gender), as image processing is a complex cognitive task [10]. On the
other hand, previous research quite strongly postulates that there is no known method to avoid bias in
the interpretation of personas [24,59] and that stereotyping is an essential part of the subjective persona
experience [38]. Thus, the only way to account for the bias is to increase the number of personas that
are being compared for each condition to account for differences in racial, cultural, gender, and other
demographic aspects that can be inferred from a persona. For example, the race of the persona, as
shown in Figure 5, is a potential confounding factor that we did not control. Moreover, the similarity
between the participants and the deployed personas (in terms of age, gender, ethnicity) could impact
end-user perceptions, and its investigation could particularly shed more light on the observed gender
effect. Related to this, given that gender identity is fluid, it would be interesting investigate other
gender identifications to see the possible reactions to the transparency of personas. These confounding
factors should, therefore, be included as variables in future studies on persona transparency.
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Figure 5: The racial difference between the personas may be a confounding factor in the
analysis of the persona’s gender and effect on perceptions, with Marcus being black and Eva
being Asian. This is an area for future research.
5.5 Takeaways for practitioners
Overall, determining the “right” level of transparency in data-driven personas is challenging, mainly
due to the complexity of the information and computational methods that are used in creating these
personas. Too technical explanations are likely to be non-useful; but too simplistic explanations
undermine the complexities involved in data-driven persona creation. For design practices, it is
important to test alternative ways to introduce transparency and visual clues [28], both in terms of user
interface (e.g., pop ups, additional boxes, explainer videos, etc.). Due to research limitations, we could
implement the explanations only in one specific way; however, it is apparent that the way algorithmic
transparency is implemented can itself have an impact on user perceptions. Therefore, future research
should test ways of implementing transparency while tackling the observed “transparency trade-off,”
so that the credibility of the persona is not compromised.
In brief, we summarize the persona design implications as follows:
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•

The positive impact on Completeness and Clarity implies that explanations are useful for
the end users of personas and should be made available to them. However, this does seem
to come at the cost of reduced Credibility of the persona.

•

Implementing algorithmic transparency involves design choices when developing persona
profiles. Devising ways of displaying explanations may be as central as the content of the
explanations themselves. Persona creators are encouraged to test the impact of explanations on
the perceptions of their end users before implementing them to final personas, paying careful
attention that the explanations do not harm the credibility of the persona.

•

Because transparency seems to have a more pronounced effect on female personas, for
organizations employing female personas, increased transparency may help in alleviating
negative stereotyping by end users and result in higher acceptance of these personas.

•

Transparency is beneficial but becomes less so as decision makers become more experienced
with personas. Therefore, for organizations employing personas, increased transparency is
especially important for those who are novices with the use of personas.

6 Conclusion
Personas are a widely used technique in design and marketing, and computational techniques along
with new data sources centered on social media and online analytics provide innovative opportunities
for data-driven persona generation. However, making these techniques and the resulting persona
representations understandable and credible for end users is a key ambition. Our findings show that
transparency in persona profiles increases the perceived completeness and clarity of personas but
decreases their credibility. Perceived empathy and usefulness have no significant change. More
experimental work is needed to find optimal ways of introducing transparency for personas.
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